3Sixty Rack Layout

A – Main PC
B – Blu-Ray Player

C – Main PC extra USB ports
D – Extra Network Ports

E – Auxiliary Analogue Video Connections
F – Auxiliary Digital Video Connections

G – Surround Audio and Processed Stereo Audio Inputs
H – Aux XLR Audio Inputs

N – Backup PC
O – ‘Spare’ PC 1
P – ‘Spare’ PC 2
Q – PowerPoint PC
A – Main PC
The Main PC is used in the Simple Settings mode for playing PowerPoint, videos, etc. The USB port on the front of it can be used to connect memory sticks, external hard drives, slide clickers, etc.

B – Blu-Ray Player
The Blu-Ray player can be used to show full HD footage on any (or all) of the 3Sixty’s walls. It is not connected by default – there is a fly lead next to the auxiliary digital video connections (F) which needs to be plugged in.

C – Main PC Extra USB Ports
These USB ports are connected to the Main PC, providing extra connections if required.

D – Extra Network Ports
Network ports to connect non-resident equipment.

E – Auxiliary Analogue Video Connections
These connections are used to connect analogue sources, such as older laptops and some games consoles to the projectors. The connections are projector specific – i.e. A device connected to the projector for wall 1 will only appear on wall 1.

F – Auxiliary Digital Video Connections
These connections are used to connect digital sources, such as modern laptops, some games consoles, extra Blu-Ray players, etc. Each input may be routed to any projector.

G – Surround Audio and Processed Stereo Audio Inputs
The surround audio inputs allow connection of a surround source, either via optical cable (toslink) or coaxial cable. The Processed Stereo input is intended for the connection of MP3 players or laptop audio.

H – Aux XLR Audio Inputs
The auxiliary audio inputs allow connection of up to 16 balanced or unbalanced (via an adapter cable) audio sources. These are fed in to the audio matrix, so can be played out to any speakers or routed to the Main PC’s Motu interface for further processing.

N – Backup PC
The backup PC is available for use should the Main PC develop any problems.

O – ‘Spare’ PC 1 and P – ‘Spare’ PC 2
The spare PCs can be connected to the system as and when required for various tasks.

Q – PowerPoint PC
The PowerPoint PC can be connected to the system as a single screen capable computer to show PowerPoint, normal videos, etc. It is not connected by default – there is a fly lead next to the auxiliary digital video connections (F) which needs to be plugged in.
Desk Layout

1 – Wall 1 Monitor
2 – Wall 2 Monitor
3 – Wall 3 Monitor
4 – Wall 4 Monitor
A – CCTV Monitor
B – Touch Panel (See the touch panel user guide for information)
C – Main PC’s Wired Keyboard and Mouse
D – Main PC 5th Control Monitor